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Private Guided Tours of Rome | Half Day Rome Tour | Tour Rome with Official Rome Tour
Guides

Nancy Aiello Tours launches newly designed tours of Rome with fully licensed tourist Rome guides and
private deluxe transportation for Rome visitors with limited time in Rome.

Dec. 26, 2009 - PRLog -- Rome and the Vatican City are Italy best travel destinations for visitors and cruise
passengers cruising to Civitavecchia port of Rome. Offering creative Rome travel services, Nancy Aiello
Tours provides first-timers and return-visitors with highly customized private Rome tours with official
Rome tour guides and private limo transfers
http://www.nancyaiellotours.com/Tours/Page.aspx?Content=7-private-rome-tours

The Eternal City of Rome offers more than 2,000 years of history and culture, from treasure-filled museums
to architectural renaissance wonders via ancient Rome landmarks and Rome world-famous baroque squares
and fountains.
Nancy Aiello Tours of Rome has designed a whole new set of Rome walking and limo tour itineraries
crafted for the savvy Rome traveler with limited time in Rome and Rome visitors with kids who just need a
private and professional introductory orientation tour of Rome with young and knowledgeable licensed
Rome Tour Guides and Vatican official tour guides 
http://www.nancyaiellotours.com/Tours/Page.aspx?Content=1...

Travelers to Rome taking advantage of Nancy Aiello Tours' local team of experienced travel consultants
will have the opportunity to explore Rome and Vatican landmarks in an unusual and fun way discovering
Rome at their own pace! 
Nancy Aiello Tours' policy is clear: when in Rome no rush and no lines with Nancy Aiello Tours' skipping
the line Rome tour lead by our lively official Rome tour guides!

Since 1997 http://www.nancyaiellotours.com/ advises leisure and business travelers with the finest, most
comprehensive tailor-made private tours combined with VIP Italy travel services and private transportation
to experience and enjoy the made in Italy life and style as the Romans do!

Nancy Aiello Tours' team of travel consultant and licensed Rome and Vatican tour guides draw on
extensive local knowledge to provide detailed & customized tours of Rome to enjoy art, Italian healthy
home cooking lessons and wine tastings in Rome. 
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These Italy VIP travel services include Rome airports and ports of call welcome, recommendation of Rome
hotels and luxury accommodation in Rome, Rome private transfers and logistics arrangements, personal
Rome shopping tours with Rome personal shoppers, Rome cooking classes and Rome markets tour,
updated information on Rome's newest exhibitions and cultural events in Rome.

Please, visit Nancy Aiello Tours to learn more about its informative & enjoyable private Rome tours for
you and your beloved one. For your Private Rome guided tours of Rome please, contact
info@nancyaiellotours.com to plan your Rome stay and memorable trip to Italy with your beloved party.
Professional Italy Tour Planning Company Nancy Aiello Tours provides comprehensive and enjoyable
private Vatican and Rome Tours, Rome Day Tours, Rome Excursions with English, Spanish, French,
German, Russian and Chinese speaking Licensed Rome Tour Guides, and offers tips for travelers visiting
Italy at Nancy Aiello Tours’ Blog http://italytravelista.com

# # #

Travel To Italy at Your Own Pace with Nancy Aiello Tours. Customized Italy Tours combined with Private
Italy Travel Services.

--- End ---
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